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Abstract

We present a comprehensive analysis of existing measurements of the Is2s 3S, -
Is2p 3P0,i.2 transition energies in heliumlike ions for nuclear charges Z=2 to
Z=92. We find agreement with the standard unified calculations of |Drake
except for the transitions from the Is2p 3P0 state. We find a deviation equal to
2 3x(Z/10)4 cm1 for the most precise existing measurements.

Introduction
Precision measurements of Is2s 5S, - Is2p 'P^j
transition energies in heliumlike ions test the most
accurate calculations of relativistic and QED
corrections in this simplest many electron system. The
system of two electrons in a nuclear central field forms
a valuable testing ground of many-body relativistic
interactions. At low nuclear charge, the energy
separations are dominated by the non-relativistic
electron correlation terms, while at high nuclear charge,
the central coulomb field dominates the structure.
Hence, the intermediate nuclear charge range, Z=10 to
50 becomes the most sensitive to many relativistic and
quantum electrodynamic (QED) corrections.

The non-relalivistic interactions scale as Z, and can be
expanded in powers of 1/Z, while the relativistic
corrections, which become rapidly more important in
the increased nuclear potential of higher charge states,
scale in powers of (aZ)1. Drake1 has treated the two-
electron problem from both extremes, showing that the
two expansions can be treated as a two-dimensioal
;natrix of energy coefficients, each term proportional to
powers of the two expansion parameters, 1/Z and
(aZ)3.
The relativistic electromagnetic interactions include
both the standard Lamb shift corrections, virtual
photons and e'e" pair production, of the hydrogenic
Lamb shift, and Ihe relativistic corrections to the
Coulomb force between (he two charged electrons.
Some of these interactions have only been calculated to

lowest order. The major contributions come from the
diagrams shown in Figure 1. Neither diagram occurs
in hydrogen and neither has been calculated
completely. The vertex graph in figure l(a) represents
a photon exchange between the two electrons at the
same time as the production of a virtual photon (Lamb
shift) by one of the electrons. In first order, this
represents a screening of the effective Lamb shift and
leads to a Z4(1/Z)=ZJ correction in the two-electron

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Second order relativistic interactions in a
two-electron atom. The double line represents an
electron in the field of a nucleus.
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Lamb shift. This was noted following the firs! accurate
beam-foil high-Z measurements of the two-electron
Lamb shift (see references given in table I below).
Higher-order relativislic corrections lead to both Z* and
Z3 corrections to the level energies. The second
diagram, the "box-graph" of Figure l(b), represents the
fully relativistic two-photon exchange between the two
electrons. Z' and higher order corrections remain to be
calculated for this diagram. They represent the next
higher order of the commonly termed Breit interaction
between two relativistic charged particles.

We have made a oareful comparison of all available
high-precision data for the Is2s 'S, - Is2p 5P0 .IJ
transition energies of the transitions at all nuclear
charges ranging from helium (Z=2) to uranium (Z=92).
Very high resolution data, from the use of laser
techniques have been obtained for Z- 2, 3, and 5.
Data from fast ion-beam measurements are compared
for (he higher Z range These are of two types: direct
beam-foil speclroscopic measurements, and hyperfine
structure-affected lifetime measurements We include
some new- measurements made at the Argonne ATLAS
accelerator and at the Notre Dame Tandem accelerator2

that suggest small but significant systematic deviations
from benchmark unified calculations of Drake. Recent
calculations show agreement with our suggestions1.

The three techniques are briefly described below:

(a) Laser-based measurements
For Z=3 and 5 we have used laser-induced fluorescence
techniques in a collinear fast-beam geometry to
measure the absolute wavelengths of the individual
hyperfme components of the Is2s JS- Is2p JP
transitions*"5. These techniques provide very high
wavelength precision. However, the relativislic
corrections are smll, and the missing Z* dependent
corrections are tested wi'h a precision of about 2% in
lithium* and 10% in boron*.

(b) Beam-foil spectroscopic measurements
At uitennediate Z, Z=5 to 36, direct wavelength
measurements by beam-foil spectroscopy an high
energy discharges7'10 give measured wavelength
precisions as low as 10 parts per million. The latest
measurements at Z=16 and 17 (see Livingston, this
conference), the missing Z* dependent discrepancy is
tested to a precision of bout 20%, 5 standard
deviations.

(c) Lifetime measurements
At higher Z, lifetime measurements21'24 give less direct
measurements of the 3P0 energy. The electric dipole
decay mode to the Is2s 3S state dominates at low Z,
whereas at high Z, relativistic contributions produce
relatively strong decay rates to the ground state ls21S0

for the J=2 state through magnetic quarupole radiation
and for the J=l state through mixing with the Is2p 'P,
state. Hyperfine mixing among the different P stales,
which is dependent on their relative energies, produces
changes in their decy mean lives. Our own
measurements at Z=2821 and other measurements at
Z=47", and Z=64r> use variants of this technique. The
Argonne measurements21 and the Z=64 measurements23

directly compare the lifetimes of an isotope of no
nuclear spin with an isotope with hyperfine structure.
In uranium, Z=92, Munger and Gould" mesured the JP0

lifetime. This lifetime depends on the inverse third
power olhe transition energy, and assuming the matrix
elements are clculated correctly, this energy difference
is deduced from the lifetime measurement.
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Figure 2. Comparison of theory (Drake, ref. 1) and
experiment for the Is2s 'S, -Is2p 3P3 transition as a
function of nuclear charge Z: in (a) the differences are
in cm"'. The circles are experimental values (see
references in table I); the solid squares are the
calculation of Indelicate, reference 25. (b) the
differences in cm'1 between theory and experiment are
scaled by (Z/10)'. Some data points in (a) with large
error bars have been omitted in (b).



Energy of the U2s JS, - Is2p 'Pj transition
In Figure 2, we show a comparison of experiments with
theory. The standard calculation of Drake is used to
show agreement to well within his estimated
uncertainty. An alternative calculation of Indelicato
using a multiconfigurutional relativistic Hartree Fock
basis becomes significantly in error at nuclear charges
of Z<20. At higher Z, his calculations agree with both
Drake and with experiment. Note from Figure 2(b) that
the measurements and theory agree to within 0.5(aZ)4

Energy of the Is2s 5S, - Is2p 'P, transition
Accurate direct measurements of this transition are
limited to the nuclear charges Z=2,3, 5 (refs 4-6). The
results agree well with the calculations of Drake1, well
within his estimated precision. At Z=9, a laser
resonance fluorescence measurement27 of the Is2p !P,
J=l-2 fine structure gives aditional comparison. The
measured vlue is 957 88 +- 0 03 cm1, compared with
the theoretical value of 957 38 cm"'

Energy of the Is2s 5S, - Is2p !P0 transition
Measurements for this transition cover much broader
range of nuclear charge. We list the most accurate
published results for this transition in table I. The
hyperfine-quenched lifetime measurements at Z=28,
47. 64, yield results of the atomic structures of these
ions. The strongest mixin is depenedent on the energy
splitting of the Is2p 'P J=0 to J=l levels. The values
in the tble have been derived from the measured
splittings, plus the theoretical energies of Drake' for the
Is2p 3P, level The justification for this proedure, the
assumption on the correctness of the theoretical value
for the }=l level is based on the observation that no
discrepancies are found for the JP, level at lower Z. In
particular this relies on the accurate laser-based
measurements at Z= 2. 3, 5 and 9.

The results of table I are shown graphically in Figures
3(a) & 3(b) Only the results of table I which are of
sufficient precision to provide a significant test of a
possible discrepancy al the level of 2.3x(Z/10)' cm'1 are
shown on the two figures.

We make the following conclusions from these data:

1. All data except at Z=18 and Z=92. give
experimental values less than theory. The
ntosi accurate data, the loser-based
measurements at Z=3 and 5, {references 4 <£
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Figure J. Comparison of theory (Drake, ref. 1) and
experiment for the Is2s JS, - Is2p 'Po transition as a
function of nuclear charge Z: (a) The differences in cm'

between theory and experiment are scaled by (ZJIQ)'.
The circles are experimental values (see references in
table 1): the solid squares are the calculation of
Indelicato. reference 25. (b) Enlarged view of the range
of nuclear charge 2<Z<20. The horizontal line at
2.0x(Z/10)4 is our estimated correction to the Drake
calculations.

5), the beam-foil data at Z=14, 16 and 17,
(references 13-16) and the lifetime data at
Z=64 (reference 23) are consistent with an
added term to the Drake theory of 2.0x(Z/10)'
cm'1. This deviation is less than twice the
estimated uncertainty of 1 2x(Z/10)' of Drake'.

2. Most of the other measurements are consistent
with this interpretation. One notable
exception is the measurement at Z—18.
However, this measurement" is the only one
made by fast beam excitation of a gas target,
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Table 1 Theory and Experiment for Helium-like Is2s 3S, - Is2p JP0.

(All results in cm'.)

Nuclear
Charge Z

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

8

9

10

10

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

26

28

36

47

64

92

Transition
Energy
(Expt)

9231.85650

18231.30188

26864.6

35393627

43899.12

524139

52420.0

60978 4

695860

78265 0

78262.6

95.851

104778

113815

122941

132218

141621

151204

232558

256.125

357.400

530.700

920,700

2,097.000

Accuracy

.00009

.00019

0.2

0013

0.96

1.4

1.1

0.5

30

12

3 0

8

11

4

30

4

3

9

550

1200

300

1500

1500

64.000

First author (see
references at end
of paper)

Zhao-89

Riis-86

Eidelsberg-72

Dinneen-91

Edlcn-70

Baker-73

Suimp-83

Slamp-83

Engelhardl-71

Slamp-83

Berry-83

Klein-S5

Klein-85

DeSerio-81

Livingston-82

Oalvez-90

Zacharias-90

Beyer-86

Buchel-81

Dunford-91

Martin-90

Mamis-89

Indelicato-92

Munger-86

Transition
Energy

(Theory - Drake)

9231.856669

18231.312

26864675

35393 736

43898.96

52420.97

52420.97

60979.65

69592.5

78265.9

78265 9

95853.

104787.

113820.

122970.

132238.

141640

151186

233604

256240

357.330

532.253

924,805

2.069.600

Difference
Drake-Expt

.00017

.010

.1

0.109

.005

6.1

1.0

13

65

0 9

3.3

2

10

5

29

20

19

-18

1.046

115

70

1,553

4,105

-27,400



argon in this case The observed transition
was relatively weak compared to neighboring
spectral lines. A further measurement at Z=18
would be very helpful in resolving this
difference

3 The calculations of Indelicato", although
inaccurate at lower Z, as in the case of the 'P,
transition, do seem to confirm the magnitude
and sign of the Z' dependent correction
proposed

4 New relativistic many-body perturbation
theory calculations of Johnson and Sapirstein'
also show a deviation from the work of Drake.
From their calculations of Z=10 to 36, they
project a needed correction of 2 6x(Z/IO)'.
This is in excellent agreement with the more
extensive set of data presented here.

5 The energies of the Is2p !P. J=l and J=2
levels agree with the calculations of Drake to
at least his estimated uncertainty, and most
probably within 0.5x(*J\0)' For the case of
J=t, there are few experimental data to
directly justify this conclusion.

Although these data have concentrated on the large
energy separations between the Is2s and Is2p slates, it
is clear that the discrepancy lies within the fine
structure separation of the 'P levels In helium itself,
we presently have excellent agreement between very
accurate experiments and theory Note that most of the
deviations are within one to two standard deviations of
the experiments Conclusive evidence of a discrepancy
with theory at higher Z is still needed. Further progress
in this high-precision field may best be made through
fine structure measurements at medium or very high
nuclear charge Z The former will be the range where
significant correlation effects are not dominated by the
rclativistic centra! field nuclear interaction The latter
range is important in verifying the high-field
dependence of the electromagnetic interaction between
two charged panicles in a bound state.
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